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Abstract 
This paper describes a three-dimensional self- 

reconfiguring system that is capable of reconfigura- 
tion and the associated planning in polynomial tame. 
The approach is t o  reduce a system composed of 
Molecule Robots [KRVM] to the Metamorphic Robots 
of [PaChSCh]. Having done so, we are able to  apply 
polynomial-time planning algorithms that have previ- 
ously been used only in two-dimensional systems. 

1 Introduction 
A self-reconfiguring robotic system consists of a set 

of modules that can autonomously change their rela- 
tive positions in order to change the shape of the over- 
all system. Self-reconfiguring systems can offer greater 
versatility and greater fault tolerance than conven- 
tional fixed-architecture systems. 

Because of the distributed nature and large num- 
ber of components of a self-reconfiguring robot, the 
geometric planning required to reconfigure from one 
shape to another can be complex. In [ChPa], 
Chirikjian, et. al. present a polynomial-time solution 
to the planning problem for a particular class of self- 
reconfiguring systems known as Metamorphic Robots. 

One quality of a Metamorphic Robot that simplifies 
the planning process is that the centers of all of its 
modules conform to a regular lattice. Additionally, 
any module on a continuous surface of the robot can 
move to any lattice point on that same continuous 
surface, without requiring any other modules to move. 

[MKuKo] and [PaChSCh] describe two-dimensional 
systems that possess the above two qualities. While 
the algorithms of [ChPa] generalize to the three- 
dimensional case, mechanical constraints make it more 
difficult to produce a module with the above qualities 
that is capable moving in three-dimensions 

In [KRVM], we describe a three-dimensional self- 
reconfiguring system. However, the modules in this 
system, called Molecule Robots, do not have the two 
qualities of Metamorphic Robots that are mentioned 

above. So, the general planning problem for this sys- 
tem remains to be solved. 

In this paper we construct a three-dimensional 
meta-module by composing 16 Molecule Robots. The 
resulting meta-modules connect to one another in such 
a way that their centers conform to a cubic lattice. We 
show how this module can make transitions that allow 
it to traverse any continuous surface of a configura- 
tion. This allows us to use the algorithms of [ChPa] to 
plan reconfigurations for structures composed of these 
three-dimensional modules. ' 

2 Previous Work 
Related work in designing modular robots includes 

[PaKh95, PaKh93, FuKa, ChBu, Yim, NeSa, HaSa]. 
These papers focus on how to design and build robotic 
systems out of modules from a small set of component 
types, and how to reconfigure these systems by chang- 
ing the ways in which the components are used. 

self-reconfiguring robots are a special kind of 
modular robot. These robots are capable of re- 
configuring without external intervention. Pre- 
vious work in self-reconfiguring robotics includes 
[MKuKo, YMTKuKo, PaChSCh, ChPa, KRVM]. 
[MKuKo, YMTKuKo, PaChSCh, ChPa] consider two- 
dimensional self-reconfiguring systems. These sys- 
tems have properties that allow the application of 
known planning algorithms for self-reconfiguring sys- 
tems. [KRVM] presents a three-dimensional self- 
reconfiguring system. General planning algorithms for 
this system are not known. 

This paper builds on the above references to present 
a three-dimensional system with properties that al- 
low the use of polynomial-time motion planning algo- 
rithms. 

3 The Molecule Robot 
A Molecule Robot [KRVM], shown in Figure 1 con- 

sists of two cubic components called atoms linked by 
a rigid connection called a bond. Each atom has five 
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inter-Molecule connection points and two degrees of 
freedom. One degree of freedom allows the atom to 
rotate relative to its bond connection, and the other 
degree of freedom allows the atom (thus the entire 
Molecule) to rotate relative to exactly one of the inter- 
Molecule connectors. This latter rotational degree of 
freedom cannot be about the connector opposite the 
bond connection. 

A Molecule Robot can make twelve different ele- 
mentary transitions. Due to symmetry, these twelve 
transitions may be divided into the three types shown 
in Figures 2. 

Transitions that would disconnect the configuration 
are disallowed, as are transitions that would result in 
collisions. Actuators must be positioned as described 
in [KRVM] before a transition can occur. 

Figure 1: The Molecule Robot is composed of two 
atoms, connected by a right-angle rigid bond. The 
robot has 4 degrees of freedom: two rotational degrees 
of freedom about the bond and one rotational degree 
of freedom on each atom about a single inter-Molecule 
connector. 

4 Definitions 
In Section 5 we construct a meta-module consist- 

ing of 16 Molecule Robots, and describe a reduction 
from this meta-module to a Metamorphic Robot sys- 
tem. This allows us to use the planning algorithms 
described in [ChPa] to reconfigure systems composed 
of these meta-modules. The following definitions are 
needed to show the meta-module construction. 
4.1 Module Connections 

the following conditions holds: 
Two modules, x and y, are connected if either of 

0 x is attached to y. 
0 x is attached to some module, z ,  and t is con- 

nected to y. 

A set, S ,  of modules is said to be connected if every 
module in S is connected to every other module in S.  

starting position - -  

x-axis rotation y-axis rotation z-axis rotation 

Figure 2: The Molecule Robot’s three basic transi- 
tions. One atom of the moving robot remains sta- 
tionary, while the other atom and the bond move 
around it. The above three transitions are geomet- 
rically equivalent to rotating the robot 90’ relative to 
the stationary atom’s x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, re- 
spectively. 

4.2 Module Positions 
A module position is a placement and orientation 

in the space of discourse. Two positions are said to 
be adjacent if modules placed in those positions could 
attach. Two positions are said to intersect if modules 
placed in those positions would have at least one point 
in common in the space of discourse. 
4.3 Module Transitions 

A transition is a change in a module’s position, ex- 
pressed as the difference between the module’s pre- 
vious position and its new position. Each transition 
is associated with a certain set of preconditions that 
must be true before the transition can be performed. 
4.4 Module Classes 

sitions with their preconditions. 
4.5 Configurations 

A configuration, C = { M ,  B ,  P }  is a set of modules, 
M ,  associated via a bijection, B ,  to a set of connected, 
non-intersecting module positions. Positions are ex- 
pressed not in absolute terms, but rather as offsets 
from an arbitrary module in M .  

A module class is defined as a set of module tran- 
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Two configurations, CI = { M I ,  B1, PI}  and C2 = 
{M2, B2, P2} are said to be equivalent iff there is a 
bijection f : MI c-) M2 such that Vm E M ,  Bl(m) = 

4.6 Reconfiguration 
Let K be a class of module, with transition set T.  

A configuration, CI, of n modules of class K ,  is said 
to be reconfigurable to another configuration, C2 = 
(M2,  B2, Pz} of n modules of class K ,  if one of the 
following conditions holds: 

CI is equivalent to C2. 
0 There is a transition, t E T and a module, 

m E M I  such that applying t to m yields a con- 
figuration, C3, that is reconfigurable to C2. 

5 A Reduction For Motion Planning 
In this section, we show how to construct 

a robot that is capable of polynomial-time self- 
reconfiguration. We do so by composing 16 Molecule 
Robots into into a meta-module called the Axes mod- 
ule. We then show that Axes modules satisfy the con- 
ditions required to use polynomial-time planning al- 
gorithms described in [ChPa]. 

The rest of this section proceeds as follows. We de- 
scribe a hierarchy of three modules. Each of the lat- 
ter two modules is composed of multiple copies of the 
module at the previous level in the hierarchy. We show 
that each module can “move” by separating into its 
underlying components, moving the underlying com- 
ponents, and then re-assembling in a new position. We 
use this to define a set of feasible transitions for the 
modules. With each level in the hierarchy, the new 
transitions add flexibility to the self-reconfiguring sys- 
tem. 

The first module we consider is the Molecule Robot. 
We show how Molecule Robots can be aggregated to 
construct a new module called a Double-Pair. We then 
show how Double-Pair modules can be aggregated to 
construct an Axes module. Finally, we show that sys- 
tems composed of Axes modules satisfy the require- 
ments of the polynomial-time planning algorithms de- 
scribed in [ChPa]. 
5.1 The Double-Pair Module 
Lemma 1 (composite-lemma) Let K 1  be a class of 
modules that have cubic geometry and that can con- 
nect to adentical modules across each of sax faces. Let 
a module, m, of class K1 be capable of diagonal and 
straight transitions within Q cubic lattice, provided that 
the following preconditions hold: 

B d f  W). 

Diagonal Transition 
1. The removal of m will not disconnect the 

configuration. 

2. There is no module in  the destination cell, 
d, to which m is moving. 

3. There is Q module, h, adjacent t o  m, that is  
also adjacent t o  d.  

4. There is  an empty cell, e,  adjacent to m, that 
is also adjacent to d .  

5. Let P be the plane defined by  ( m , d , h } .  
There must be Q plane, PI adjacent to P ,  
such that the four cells i n  PI that are adja- 
cent t o  {m,  d ,  h, e}  are empty. 

0 Straight Transition: 
1. The removal of m will not disconnect the 

configuration. 
2. There is no module in  the destination cell, 

d,  to which m is moving. 
8. There is a module, hl ,  adjacent t o  m. 
4. There is a module, h2, adjacent to hl ,  that 

as also adjacent t o  d .  
5. Let P be the plane defines by m ,  d ,  h l .  There 

must be a plane, PI adjacent t o  P ,  such that 
the two cells i n  PI that are adjacent t o  m, d 
are empty. 

Four Molecule Robots can be aggregated to  imple- 
ment a module of class K1. 

Let a Double-Pair module be the configuration of 4 
Molecule Robots, as shown in Figure 3. As discussed 
in [KRVM], each atom and each bond of a Molecule 
Robot in any configuration occupies exactly one cell of 
a cubic lattice, whose cell size is equal to the bounding 
box of an atom. So, a Double-Pair module occupies a 
bounding box that is exactly twelve times the volume 
of a Molecule Robot’s atom. 20 of the Double-Pair 
module’s inter-Molecule connection points lie on the 
surface of this bounding box. 

We therefore define a lattice where each cell will 
exactly fit a Double-Pair module. Imagine that this 
lattice is colored red and black like a 3D checker 
board. If Double-Pair modules in black cubes are al- 
ways “right-side-up”, and modules in red cubes are al- 
ways ‘lup-side-down” (see Figure 3), then any two ad- 
jacent Double-Pair modules can connect across at least 
two inter-Molecule connection points. So, Double- 
Pair modules have cubic geometry, and can connect 
to other Double-Pair modules across all six faces. 

Now, we need to show that Double-Pair modules 
can execute the K1 transitions described above. 

There are 6 straight directions in which a module 
of class K1 can move. Given a direction of movement, 
there are 4 directions in which the helper modules (hl 
and h2) could lie. Given a direction of movement 
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Figure 3: Two adjacent Double-Pair modules. The 
module on the left is “right-side-up”, while the mod- 
ule on the right is “up-side-down”. The Double-Pair 
module is composed of 4 Molecule Robots, and is a 
member of class K1. 

and a direction for the helpers, there are two direc- 
tions in which the empty adjacent plane (PI) could 
lie. So, there are a total of 48 straight reconfigura- 
tions that must be demonstrated. Due to symmetries 
in the Double-Pair module, only 12 of these reconfig- 
urations are distinct. 

Similarly, there are 12 diagonal directions in which 
a module of class II1 can move. Given a direction of 
movement, there are 2 directions in which the helper 
module (h )  could lie, and 2 directions in which PI 
could lie. So, there are 48 diagonal reconfigurations 
that must be demonstrated. Due to symmetries in 
the Double-Pair module, only 6 of these are distinct. 

We have discovered the sequences of Molecule 
transitions that are required in order to show that 
the above 18 distinct reconfigurations are possible. 
We have verified the correctness of these sequences 
through Prolog simulation. One of these sequences is 
abbreviated in Figure 4. For a more complete discus- 
sion, please see our technical report [McRu]. 
5.2 The Axes Module 
Lemma 2 (composite-lemma) Let E(2 be a class of 
modules, each of which occupies one cell in a cubic lat- 
tice, and can connect to  identical modules across each 
of sax faces. Let any module, m,  be capable of diago- 
nal and straight transitions, provided that the following 
preconditions hold: 

0 Straight Transition: 
1. The removal of m wall not disconnect the 

configuration. 

Figure 4: A K1 diagonal transition in the x - y 
plane, implemented with Molecule Robots as compo- 
nent modules. The transition requires 64 Molecule 
transitions and is not necessarily optimal. 

2. The destination cell, d ,  is empty. 
3. There is a module, h l ,  adjacent to  m. 
4. There is a module, ha, adjacent to  d ,  that is 

also adjacent to  hl .  

1. The removal of m wall not disconnect the 
configuration . 

2. The destination cell, d ,  is empty. 
3. There as a module, h, adjacent to  m, that is 

also adjacent t o  d. 
4. There is an empty cell, e ,  adjacent t o  m, that 

is also adjacent t o  d.  

0 Diagonal Transition 

Four Modules of class K1 can be aggregated t o  form 
a module of class K2. 

Let an Axes module be a configuration of four mod- 
ules of class K1, as shown in Figure 5. Since modules 
of class K1 conform to a rectangular lattice, L ,  with 
cell size (L,, L,, L2), the bounding box of an Axes 
module is (2L,, 2L,, 2L,). So, Axes modules conform 
to a lattice, LI with cell size (2L,, 2L,, 2L2) .  

Given an Axes module with 4 components of class 
K1, call the component that is adjacent to three others 
the Origin. Call the remaining components the X-axis, 
Y-axis, and Z-axis, respectively. Let ml and m2 be 
two Axes modules in adjacent cells of LI. The Origin 
of one module must be adjacent to either the X-axis, 
the Y-axis, or the Z-axis of the other module. So, since 
any module of class K1 can attach to any adjacent 
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Figure 5:  Two adjacent Axes modules. Each Axes 
module is composed of four modules of class K1, and 
is a member of class K2. In the above Figure, the 
x-axis of the left module can connect to the origin of 
the module on the right. Any two Axes modules in 
adjacent cells can connect in this fashion. 

K3 straight Transition: 

Figure 6: A straight transition of a module of class 
K2, implemented with component modules of class 
K1. Each frame depicts two layers of K1 modules: 
small squares represent modules in the top level, and 
large squares represent modules in the bottom level. 

module of class K1, any two adjacent modules of class 
K2 must also be able to attach. 

Now, we need to show that Axes modules can recon- 
figure in such a way as to execute the K2 transitions 
described above. There are 24 straight reconfigura- 
tions and 24 diagonal reconfigurations that must be 
demonstrated. However, all of the straight reconfigu- 
rations are symmetric, and all of the diagonal transi- 
tions are symmetric. So, only two distinct sequences 
of K1 transitions are required. 

We have discovered two such sequences (one 
straight, and one diagonal), and have documented 
them in our technical report, [McRu]. The straight 
transition is simple, and is abbreviated in Figure 6. 

Since Axes modules occupy a 3-dimensional rectan- 

gular lattice, can attach to any adjacent Axes module, 
and can make straight and diagonal transitions pro- 
vided the preconditions of K2 are met, we know that 
we are able to implement a module of class K2 with 4 
modules of class K1. 

Lemma 3 (composite-theorem) Modules of class 
K2 can self-reconfigure in polynomial t ime.  

Proof: We can separate the cells in a lattice that 
are not in a configuration into connected components. 
In [ChPa], Chirikjian, et. al. argue that if any movable 
module adjacent to the exterior of a configuration can 
always move to any cell in the exterior of the configu- 
ration that is in the same connected component as its 
starting cell, without moving any other modules, then 
reconfiguration of a system composed of such modules 
can be performed in O(n2) transitions. Polynomial- 
time algorithms to achieve this bound are provided in 
[ChPa]. 

Since modules of class K2 can make straight transi- 
tions alongside other modules, and can make diagonal 
transitions around other modules, they can traverse 
the connected exterior of a configuration as discussed 
in [ChPa]. 

So, motion planning for self-reconfiguring systems 
of modules of class K2 can be performed in polynomial 
time. 0 

Theorem 4 There exists a three-dimensional class 
of module whose transitions can be described as a 
composition of Molecule transitions, and that is  self- 
reconfiguring in polynomial t ime.  

Proof: Given lemmas 1 and 2, we know that 4 
Molecule Robots can aggregate to a module of class 
K1, and that 4 modules of class K1 can aggregate to a 
module of class K2. So, we can transitively construct 
a module of class K2 from 16 Molecule Robots. Since 
lemma 3 showed that systems of modules of class K2 
can reconfigure in polynomial time, Molecule Robots 
can be aggregated to form a module that defines a 
polynomial-time self-reconfiguring system. 0 

6 Discussion 
We have shown that Molecule Robots are sufficient 

as building blocks to construct polynomial-time self- 
reconfiguring robotic systems in three dimensions. 

We have demonstrated how to construct such a SYS- 
tem using 16 Molecule Robots per module. We know 
from [ChPa] that the number of Molecule transitions 
required to reconfigure such a system is O(n2).  
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7 Future Work 
Three primary advantages of the Molecule Robot 

for constructing self-reconfiguring robotic systems, are 
that the robot module is small, simple, and inexpen- 
sive. In order to achieve polynomial-time planning for 
our system, we have aggregated 16 Molecule Robots 
into each module in our system. This results in a 
trade-off between the size/simplicity/cost of our sys- 
tem, and the ability to use tractable planning algo- 
rithms. We are interested in minimizing this trade-off. 

So, two interesting questions are: What is the min- 
imum number of Molecule Robots required to satisfy 
the restrictions of known planning algorithms? Do 
there exist polynomial-time planning algorithms that 
do not require these restrictions? 

While the O(n2) bound for reconfiguration is 
asymptotically tight with respect to the minimum 
number of transitions required, it is not necessarily 
tight with respect to the amount of time required. 
Could we use parallel transitions to improve on the 
O(n2) time bound? What is the greatest attainable 
speedup? 
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